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High speed atomic force microscopy to investigate the 
interactions between toxic Aβ1-42 peptides and model membranes 
in real time: impact of the membrane composition 
M. Ewalda,+, S. Henryb,+, E. Lamberta, C. Feuillieb, C. Bobob, C. Cullinb, S. Lecomteb,*, M. Molinaria,b,*

Due to an aging population, neurodegenerative diseases have become a major health issue, the most common being 
Alzheimer’s disease. The mechanisms leading to neuronal loss still remain unclear but recent studies suggest that soluble 
Aβ oligomers have deleterious effects on neuronal membranes. Here, high-speed atomic force microscopy was used to 
assess the effect of oligomeric species of a variant of Aβ1-42  amyloid peptide on model membranes with various lipid 
compositions. Results showed that the peptide does not interact with membranes composed of phosphatidylcholine and 
sphingomyelin. Ganglioside GM1, but not cholesterol, is required for the peptide to interact with the membrane. 
Interestingly, when they are both present, a fast disruption of the membrane was observed. It suggests that the presence 
of ganglioside GM1 and cholesterol in membranes promotes the interaction of the oligomeric Aβ1-42 peptide with the 
membrane.  This interaction leads to the membrane’s destruction in a few seconds. This study highlights the power of 
high-speed atomic force microscopy to explore lipid-protein interactions with high spatio-temporal resolution.

Key words: Atomic Force Microscopy, high-speed AFM, nanoscale characterization, amyloid peptide, toxic oligomers, 
model membrane, membrane composition

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common 
neurodegenerative disease leading to 70% of dementia cases. AD 
belongs to amyloidopathies, and is characterized by the 
presence of neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques in the 
patient’s brain. These tangles and plaques are formed by protein 
(or peptide) misfolding, which self-assemble into amyloid fibers. 
Despite intense research in the field, the pathogenic events 
leading to neurodegeneration in AD remain elusive. It is 
particularly unclear which mechanisms are directly or indirectly 
responsible for neuronal death. Various hypotheses have been 
proposed over the years and are still being investigated. The 
major one is called the amyloid cascade hypothesis and is based 

on the major role of Aβ amyloid plaques in cell death and 
dementia.
However, it is now widely admitted that the disorder 
commencement is not directly correlated to the presence of 
amyloid plaques or fibers, but more likely due to the formation 
of intermediate species and to their interaction with 
membranes. Even if such intermediates are not yet fully 
characterized, soluble Aβ oligomers are believed to be the toxic 
species interacting with cell membranes leading to their 
disruption and cell death. Several mechanisms have been 
suggested to describe such interactions and are referenced as 
follows: covering of the membrane (carpet effect), permeation 
of the membrane (pore formation), and membrane dissolution 
(detergent effect)1. These mechanisms seem to be strongly 
affected by the lipid composition of the membranes. As a 
consequence, depending on their composition2, the interaction 
of the peptide with the membrane could lead to the membrane’s 
destruction. The parameters such as composition, charge and 
organization of membrane lipids will confer special features in 
the interaction mechanisms3-7. From past studies, cholesterol 
and gangliosides appeared to play a crucial role in the interaction 
of Aβ1-42 with lipid membranes although their specific 
functionality remains unclear in these processes8-10. Cholesterol 
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and ganglioside GM1 are two essential components of cell 
membranes playing important role for development, 
proliferation, differentiation and maintenance of neuronal 
tissues and cells. Both together, they are able to form 
characteristic lipid microdomains that act as a target for the 
peptides1,11-15. Among all the different lipids present in neuronal 
membranes, ganglioside GM1 would have the higher affinity for 
Aβ in this process16. 
Interaction between Aβ and membranes is a complex issue to 
address because of the numbers of parameters to take into 
account. Indeed, not only the lipid composition influence the 
result but also the origin of Aβ17 or their aggregation state during 
experiments (monomers, oligomers, protofibrils or fibrils). In this 
study, Aβ1-42 amyloid peptide was obtained in vivo using an 
alternative procedure18,19 to produce highly pure Aβ1-42. A 
genetic screening in yeast allowed to isolate mutants generated 
by mutagenesis of the Aβ1-42 peptide. The toxicity of the different 
mutants were assessed in yeast, and one highly toxic mutant, 
compared to the wild type, was selected. This mutant presented 
a single mutation consisting in replacing a G residue by a C 
residue in position 37. The resulting mutant oligomers (oG37C) 
have a high tendency to form oligomers in vitro but are stable in 
solution. It consists of ten monomers and it is characterized by a 
secondary structure in antiparallel beta-sheets. It was chosen 
because of its higher toxicity in yeast and its oligomeric stable 
state20 that does not undergo fibrillation. Thus, only the 
interaction between oligomers and lipid bilayers could be 
estimated without the interference of any other intermediate 
species of Aβ.
To fully understand the mechanisms of interaction between 
oG37C and model membranes, it is necessary to get data at the 
biomolecular scale to better understand the dynamic of such 
processes. Past studies of interactions between lipid systems and 
Aβ encompass conventional techniques such as fluorescence21, 
electron microscopy22, confocal microscopy23, vibrational 
microscopy24 and atomic force microscopy25,26. Nevertheless, 
these methods are either limited by a low spatial or low 
temporal resolution.
In this work, high-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) was 
used to follow the dynamic interaction between Aβ peptide 
variant and model membranes at the molecular scale. This 
technique is particularly suitable to overcome dynamics 
limitation while keeping a high spatial resolution. Indeed, it gives 
access to dynamic data at a biomolecular scale27 thanks to its 
sub-second time acquisition and its high lateral resolution. Thus, 
HS-AFM is a perfect imaging tool to identify the dynamics of the 
interaction mechanisms and to better understand the 
importance and the role of ganglioside GM1 and cholesterol in 
the interaction between Aβ1-42 and model membranes. Lipid 
compositions were selected in order to get relevant models. 
Starting from a simple model of 1-Palmitoyl-2-
oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) and sphingomyelin (SM), 
either cholesterol (Chol) or ganglioside GM1 or both of them, 

were then added to assess the importance of each component in 
the interaction process. The interaction with the oligomer oG37C 
was first investigated using simple model of phosphatidylcholine 
and sphingomyelin (SM/PC). This lipid model was then enriched 
with either cholesterol, ganglioside GM1 or both. The HS-AFM 
results showed that according to the composition of the 
membranes, distinct mechanisms are involved in the interaction 
with the toxic amyloid peptide. Real-time experiments 
demonstrated that a cooperation between cholesterol and GM1 
is necessary to obtain a detergent effect of oG37C on the 
membranes leading to their disruption in a few seconds. This 
study highlights the power of HS-AFM to explore lipid/protein 
interactions with high spatio-temporal resolution.

Results and discussion
 oG37C and membrane morphologies𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

On Figure 1a, a representative image of Aβ1-42 oG37C oligomers 
deposited on a mica substrate has been extracted from the ESI3 
video. Most of the oligomers are isolated with a spherical shape 
even if some aggregates of 2 or 3 oligomers are sometimes 
observed after diffusion on the substrate. The isolated oligomer 
selected on the image is around 17.8nm wide and 9.6nm height 
as observed elsewhere28. Statistical analysis performed on 
around 300 oligomers (see ESI1), the size (between 10 and 
30nm) and height (between 6 and 16nm) distributions are 

Figure 1: HS-AFM image of toxic amyloid peptide 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

oG37c characterization (a) and of lipid bilayer (b). Extracted 
picture in Fig.1a has the following characteristics: scan area, 
200 × 100 nm2 with 150 × 75 pixels². The white square box on 
Fig.1a refers to the magnified biomolecule displayed below 
with its section profile. The peptide has a diameter of 17.8 
nm and a height of 9.6 nm. Fig. 1b reveals the interface 
between the mica substrate and a lipid bilayer, here made of 
SM/POPC/Chol/GM1 and the blue line indicates the 
localization of the cross section displayed below. Its scan area 
is 800 × 800 nm2 with 200 × 200 pixels². The height of the 
membrane around 5 nm corresponds to a lipid bilayer. 
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homogeneous with an average diameter around 20 nm and a 
height around 10 nm. This is in agreement with the size of 7 to 
15 monomers of Aβ1-42

29. Additionaly, the interest of using this 
peptide mutant is that it does not form fibrils or change its 
structure with time as it is shown in ESI 1 (c) and (d). Even after 
incubation in the conditions used for the other experiments of 
the paper, it is seen that they remain in their oligomeric form. 
No self-assembly process was observed. This is important for this 
study as it enables to clearly focus on the membrane 
composition impact by avoiding any effects that could come 
from the peptide structure evolution with time. This confirms 
that only the oligomeric form of Aβ will interact with lipid 
bilayers during the HS-AFM experiments. We can therefore 
guarantee that only oligomeric forms will be responsible for the 
peptide-membrane interaction recorded during experiments. 
Regarding their diffusion on the bare substrate, two populations 
could be evidenced with some peptides that seem stuck on the 
mica while others are moving on the substrate. Diffusion 
coefficient values of around 38 nm²/s were calculated. The 
diffusion coefficients of 38 nm2/s for our oligomers on mica or 
on membranes would be consistent with slow diffusing proteins 
as observed in other studies30-32 even if peptides could also 
diffuse at a rate faster than the setup capabilities.
As for the lipid layers, the experiments were systematically 
performed on an area where the mica substrate and the 
membrane could be observed simultaneously. Thus, for each 
image, it was possible to check the thickness of the membrane to 
ensure that the deposition was correctly made. In Fig. 1b, a 
typical AFM image of a model membrane is observed with a 
thickness of around 5/6 nm corresponding to a single bilayer. For 
each condition, similar thicknesses were observed with some 
minor variation as a function of the membrane composition even 
if from time to time, two to three bilayers (but never more) 
could be observed.

Interaction between  oG37C and SM/POPC bilayer𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

The interactions between the toxic oG37C peptide and a model 
membrane composed in a first step of sphyngomyelin and 
phosphatidylcholine (SM/POPC, 20/80) was investigated. HS-
AFM images extracted from recorded video (see video ESI2) are 
shown in Figure 2. 
After the vesicle fusion on the substrate, a region of interest that 
exhibits both membrane and mica surfaces was selected. 
Following the injection of the toxic peptide oG37C at t = 18s, the 
peptide started to accumulate around the membrane and in the 
cavities. No interaction between the peptide and the membrane 
seem to occur. The peptide was mainly localized on the mica 
around the membrane and seemed to be anchored on the 
substrate. After around 5 minutes, the physical integrity of the 
membrane remained unchanged while the accumulation of the 
oligomers on the substrate was evident so as the absence of 
peptides on the membrane even a long time after the injection. 
On the video, a small drift of the image and a loss of the imaging 

details of the membrane surface due to a change in the z-scale 
are observed as we have to change the feedback imaging 
parameters in real-time to counterbalance the oligomer motion 
in the solution and on the substrate. Also, after the injection, 
one can notice some minor changes with time regarding the 
surface of the membranes (for instance around 60s and 110s) 
which could be due to lipid remodeling upon peptide addition33 
or could also be consecutive to a lateral compression stress 
induced by the “packing” of peptides on the mica close to the 
membrane patches34. However, the overall shape of the lipid 
membrane in figure 2 does not change after addition of the 
peptide, and the area covered by the membrane is not reduced, 
supporting our claim that the oligomers weakly interact with 
SM/DOPC membranes or with diffusion at speed faster than the 
imaging speed.
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Interaction between  oG37C and SM/POPC/Chol 𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

bilayer
 
In a second step, a different lipid composition was assessed 
using biomimetic membrane composed of SM/POPC/Chol 
(20/60/20) to see the effect of the Cholesterol on the 
interactions. Once again, the scanned areas were selected to 
clearly distinguish both the mica substrate and the membrane 
surface. Snapshots extracted from the video (see video ESI4) 
showed that oG37C exhibited a behavior similar to the one 

observed on SM/POPC lipid layer, i.e. it spreads on the mica but 
almost not on the bilayer (Fig.3).

In the figure 3 (but also in the figure 4 or ESI7 video for instance), 
some white spots could be seen on the membrane. Such spots 
are sometimes observed before injection on the membrane and 
on the mica and they should be due to some remaining 
membrane fragments in the solution, which deposit on the 
membrane with time. For most of these objects, their very low 
density, their sizes superior to the oligomer height and diameter, 
and their absence for most of the experiments are in favor of the 
fragment hypothesis even if we could not exclude that isolated 

Figure 2: Interaction between oG37C peptide and 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

a SM/DOPC biomimetic membrane. Successive HS-AFM 
images (a-e). Frame rate, 1s/frame; scan area, 
800 × 800 nm2 with 256 × 256 pixels². At t=18s, the 
peptide was injected in the fluid cell during imaging. 
Peptides are interacting only with the substrate while the 
membrane remains intact with time.

Figure 3: Interaction between  oG37C peptide and a 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

SM/POPC/Chol biomimetic membrane. Successive HS-AFM 
images (a-e). Frame rate, 1s/frame; scan area, 
800 × 800 nm2 with 200 × 200 pixels². At t=42s, the peptide was 
injected in the fluid cell during imaging. No peptide was 
localized on the membrane, they just moved passively on the 
substrate.
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oG37C oligomers could be deposited on the membrane. 
Regarding the density of peptides on the substrate and even if 
some could be deposited on the membrane, their affinity for the 
substrate is more important than the one for the membrane.
After several tens of minutes, no disruptive effect was observed 
and the membrane remained intact with time. It can be 
concluded that oG37C does not interact preferentially with 
SM/POPC/Chol membrane and does not lead to a significant 
change of the membrane morphology. The presence of 
cholesterol by itself is not sufficient to induce a strong 
interaction between oG37C and membranes. 

Interaction between  oG37C and SM/POPC/GM1 𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

bilayer
Then, the impact of ganglioside GM1 on the interaction 
mechanism with the toxic oligomer oG37C was assessed using 
SM/POPC/GM1 (20/40/40) lipid membranes. Contrary to the two 
first conditions, after injection, the peptides clearly accumulated 
on both the lipid membrane and the mica as seen in Figure 4. 
Gradually, their density increased over time until a quasi-
complete coverage was observed over the scanning area and 
beyond. The peptide diffusion could also be observed (see video 
ESI3 and ESI6) on the substrate and on the bilayers. As for the 
bare substrate, some peptides seem to have a fast diffusion 
(always in the same range of 38 nm²/s whatever the substrate or 
the membrane) while others are stuck on surface/membrane 
surface. However, no perturbation nor loss of the integrity of the 
lipidic membrane could be detected even after 15 minutes after 
injection. In contrast to the previous results obtained with 
SM/POPC and SM/POPC/Chol lipid layers,  oG37C 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

accumulated on the surface of the lipid layer when ganglioside 
GM1 is present showing a better interaction between oG37C and 
the membrane linked to the presence of GM1.

Interaction between  oG37C and SM/POPC/GM1/Chol 𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

bilayer
The final step was to investigate the effect of these toxic 
oligomers oG37C on a more complex biomimetic membrane 
system containing SM, POPC, GM1 and Chol (20/20/40/20). 
Again, the scan area was focused on a region where membrane 
and mica substrate were clearly discernible, with some holes 
within the membranes. Contrary to the other compositions, a 
totally different behavior could be observed as a gradual 
disappearance of the membrane occurred after the injection of 
the toxic oligomer oG37C and in a very short time (Fig.5). The 
recorded video (ESI7) shows a complete dissolution of the 

Figure 4: Interaction between  oG37C peptide and a 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

SM/POPC/GM1 biomimetic membrane. Successive HS-AFM 
images (a-e). Frame rate, 1s/frame; scan area, 
800 × 800 nm2 with 200 × 200 pixels². At t=18s, the peptide is 
injected in the fluid cell during imaging. 
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membrane occurring after 4 min of interaction after injection. 
Eventually, the interaction initiated a complete 
resorption/solubilization of the membrane system. Regarding 
the attack of the membrane by the peptides, it seems that it 
mostly begins at the edges of the membrane. When looking at 
ESI7 video and figure 5 where the membrane has some holes in 
it before the peptide injection, it seems that when the holes are 
too small, no clear evidence of membrane disruption starting at 
the edges of these holes could be observed, the disruption 
starting mostly at the long edges, as already observed in other 
studies related to membrane disruption35. To investigate further 
this point, the same experiment was performed but with a more 
continuous membrane. In video ESI8 and figure ESI9, the same 
disruption mechanism is observed but nevertheless, we could 
see a splitting of the membrane in two pieces which could 
indicate a disruption coming from the inside of the membrane in 
the same time as from the edges. This disruption process could 
then happen from both the edges and the inside of the 
membrane but with a faster rate when the length of the 
membrane edges is important which could prevent to follow the 
disruption coming from internal membranes parts. Even if some 
different behavior could be observed, the disruption of the 

membrane shown in videos ESI7 and ESI8 when its composition 
is SM/PC/Chol/GM1 is clearly due to the peptides as without 
oG37C, no change in the membrane integrity is observed over a 
long time (around 30 min) as seen in the ESI10 video. As HS-AFM 
allows a very high spatial resolution, no pore formation took 
place on the surface of the membrane, the oligomer seemed to 
anchor the edge of the lipid layer leading to its fast solubilization. 
The roughness analysis reveals the absence of any pores or 
defects on the membrane surface in this scan area.

Regarding the peptides, contrary to previous conditions, no 
peptide is observed neither on the mica substrate (particularly 
on the ESI8 video) nor on the membranes. Such behavior is not 
obvious even if after disruption of the membranes of the figure 
5, some remaining entities observed on the different images 
could be some small membrane pieces but also some peptides 
regarding their sizes. One hypothesis could be that because of an 
important affinity with the SM/PC/GM1/Chol membranes, when 
close to a membrane, the peptides are quickly diffusing on the 
membrane, which combined to a very fast insertion in the 
membrane does not enable to observe them at the speed of HS-
AFM. Once the membrane is disrupted, as they were inserted 
within the membrane, because of their hydrophobic nature, they 
should strongly interact with the lipids torn from the membrane 
to form mixed oligomer/lipid micelles that remain in solution. 
The fact that we never observe oligomers on 
SM/POPC/GM1/Chol membranes is indeed surprising, but has 
been previously observed using classical AFM35,36 or fast-
scanning AFM37 (10 sec/image) in similar systems. To further 
investigate this point, and even if the intrinsic speed of the setup 
limits the possible observations, another experiment was 
performed (video_ESI11 and fig. ESI12). First, a substrate area 
without any membrane was found and its position was recorded. 
Then, the AFM tip was displaced on another area with small 
membrane patches and the membrane morphology was 
followed upon peptide injection, confirming the membrane 
disruption as previously observed. At the end of the process, 
almost nothing could be observed on this area while when going 
back to the first recorded position initially empty, some rounded 
objects, similar in sizes and morphology to oG37C, are present 
on the substrate. This result is in line with our previous 
assumption suggesting that when close to a membrane of proper 
composition, the peptides are interacting with this membrane 
and could not be found on the mica substrate because of a fast 
diffusion process while far from a crowded membrane area 
before injection, peptides could interact with the substrate and 
could be found at the end at the process. 
Another interesting point to investigate is the impact of the 
peptide concentration even if it is not obvious to have a precise 
quantification. Indeed, even if the peptides concentration were 
similar for each experiments, with the injection and the imaging 
processes inducing liquid perturbation in the area of the AFM tip 

Figure 5: Interaction between  oG37C peptide and a 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

SM/POPC/Chol/GM1 biomimetic membrane with holes. 
Successive HS-AFM images (a-j). Frame rate, 1s/frame; scan 
area, 800 × 800 nm2 with 200 × 200 pixels². At t=80s, the 
peptide is injected in the fluid cell during imaging.
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and the fact that we are investigating surface effect, it is quite 
difficult to have a precise and quantitative idea of their impact 
on the disruption. The most important parameter is not the 
concentration by itself but the local concentration of the 
peptides near the scanned area. This local concentration is not 
possible to be precisely controlled as many parameters, such as 
the influence of the tip movement, the distance between the 
syringe and the sample during the injection, the imaging 
parameters, or the membrane shape could change. For instance, 
with the exact same conditions, if we compare the videos from 
ESI 7 and 8, the disruption process is occurring in the two 
experiments but the time for total disappearance is different, 
from 80s to around 3 to 4min. This could be due to the 
difference in the membrane morphology (with holes or more 
continuous) or to the local concentration of the peptides. To see 
if a difference could be observed, an experiment using 5µM of 
peptide instead if 20µM was performed. As seen in video ESI13 
and figure ESI14, for a membrane morphology similar to the one 
observed in figure 5, the same disruption mechanism is observed 
with a total time for the disappearance of the membrane around 
5 to 6 min superior to the times evidenced for a peptide 
concentration of 20µM. Even if it is difficult to precisely control 
the local peptide concentration due to the perturbation of the 
tip, it obviously plays a role regarding the speed of the 
membrane disruption, the final effect is the same for the two 
experiments proving the importance of the membrane 
composition on its interaction with the peptides leading to its 
disruption.

 action on biomimetic neuronal membranes𝑨𝜷𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

To summarize, the experiments driven by HS-AFM described 
here showed the dynamic of interaction between the toxic 
amyloid peptide oG37C and model membranes of different 
composition. Indeed, among the different lipid compositions 
studied, distinct interaction mechanisms were highlighted in 
Table 1. 

According to our results, GM1 is necessary for the toxic  𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

oligomer oG37C to interact with the lipid layer. Indeed, it 
diffused not only on the substrate but also on the 
SM/POPC/GM1 membrane whereas it did not on the SM/POPC 
and the SM/POPC/Chol membranes. These results support the 
fact that the ganglioside GM1 would act as an anchor point for 
Aβ peptide which is in accordance with the mechanism of 
interaction proposed by Ikeda et al.38. Aβ binding to GM1 was 
also confirmed on living neuronal cells in vitro39. 
The results obtained with GM1/SM/PC lipid layer showed an 
affinity between Aβ and GM1, but this affinity is not sufficient to 
induce the destruction of the membrane. Experiments showed 
that in presence of Chol/SM/PC membrane, without GM1, 
cholesterol did not favor the interaction between Aβ and the 
membrane. The cooperative function of GM1 and cholesterol 
observed during our experiments has also been reported in 
other studies40-42. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that Aβ 
would be able to interact with GM1 only if those are gathered as 
clusters on the lipid layer39,43. As the involvement of cholesterol 
in the formation of lipid raft is now well-characterized, it is very 
likely that it would enhance GM1 clusterization44. It has been 
suggested that cholesterol would assist Aβ-GM1 interaction by 
facilitating conformational change of GM1 in order to increase 
its accessibility42. Cholesterol accelerates the interaction 
between Aβ and GM1 but does not impact the peptide affinity 
for the gangliosides, the interaction between Aβ and GM1 
gangliosides is cholesterol dependent42,45.
Furthermore, results showed a fast and total destruction of the 
membrane by the oligomer oG37C in around two to three 
minutes which seemed to be in accordance with the idea that 
oligomers are the interacting species (and not monomers or 
fibers). Indeed, Di Scala et al.46 proposed that monomers would 
first insert into the membrane and undergo oligomerization 
through a cholesterol-regulated process. According to their 
study, Aβ would first insert in the membrane via cholesterol-rich 
domain and gangliosides would stabilize the intermediate 
species of the peptides, such as protofibrils and oligomers, 
through hydrogen bonds, charged groups and hydrophobic 
interaction with -CH groups of sugars39. Also, the complex 
formed by GM1 and   oG37C is suggested to act as a 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

pattern that accelerates the formation of toxic oligomers and/or 
fibrils47. Aβ oligomers consequently formed have in turn, the 
capacity to interact with the GM1 present in the membrane43. 
Thus, GM1 would be involved in Aβ oligomer formation. This 
would explain the fast kinetic of membrane dissolution since 
oG37C peptides are already in an oligomeric state. Our results 

Lipidic 
composition 

of the 
membrane

Mechanisms Results

SM/POPC
Peptides 

accumulated on 
the substrate.

No apparent interaction 
between oG37C and 

membrane.  Membrane 
integrity preserved

SM/POPC/
Chol

Peptides 
accumulated on 
the substrate.

No apparent interaction 
between oG37C and 

membrane.  Membrane 
integrity preserved.

SM/POPC/
GM1

Peptides 
accumulated on 
both substrate
and lipid layer.

Interaction between oG37C 
and the membrane. 
Membrane integrity 

preserved.

SM/POPC/
GM1/Chol

Fast and total 
dissolution of 

the membrane.

Interaction between oG37C 
and membrane leading to a 

detergent effect.
Table 1: Overview of the interactions observed between the 
amyloid peptide  oG37C and different lipid membrane 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

compositions
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are consistent with a study of Williams et al that demonstrate 
the toxicity of Aβ oligomers48. Furthermore, Nicastro et al.49 
reported the insertion of Aβ in GM1-cholesterol domains 
containing liposomes and highlighted the resulting structural 
perturbation into the internal layers of liposomes. Our 
observations are in accordance with this model since the 
interaction of oG37C with SM/POPC/Chol/GM1 membrane leads 
to the rupture of the membrane by a detergent effect. The 
results of the HS-AFM clearly show the importance of the 
membrane composition regarding the disruption process when 
interacting with toxic oligomeric oG37C. Even if the disruption 
seems to start from the edges of the membranes (or at least is 
faster when an edge with large size is available), such disruption 
could also happen in cells as during the biological process leading 
to interaction between peptides and membranes, some local 
forces could lead to differences in the membrane morphology 
that could be assimilated to an edge in our experiments. 
To our knowledge, even though several studies have described 
the cooperation between cholesterol and GM1, this is the first 

time detergent effect of Aβ oligomers could be visualized with 
such a high temporal resolution and without having some 
competing effects coming from the peptide assembly process. 
Since the lipid composition of neuronal membranes is disturbed 
during the progression of AD or other physiological processes 
such as ageing, it is very important to understand how lipids 
could assist Aβ deleterious effect on neuronal cells. This work 
allowed us to propose an interaction mechanism (Fig. 6) 
between Aβ1-42 amyloid peptides and membranes. Here we 
showed that Aβ, as oligomers, interact with GM1 clusters, 
present in membranes containing cholesterol leading to their 
solubilization.

Gangliosides GM1 act as an anchor point for the peptides and 
cholesterol is an essential element for membrane disruption. 
Regarding the peptides, amyloid peptides assemble from a 
monomer to form fibers. The toxic species are the so-called 
oligomeric intermediate forms. It is difficult to isolate these 
forms and to evaluate their effect on membranes. The oG37C is 
therefore a very good model for mimicking the impact of these 
species. In a recent study50, we demonstrated that oG37C as well 
as wtAβ elicits its toxicity during its interaction with plasma 
membrane. The results are necessarily amplified here because in 
the in vivo process the concentration of oligomers must be much 
lower. Our results highlight the strong deleterious effects of 
oligomers on GM1-rich membranes.

Experimental
 peptides𝐀𝛃𝟏 ― 𝟒𝟐

The  variant oG37C (see table 2 for its primary structure) 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

used in this study was selected in yeast, produced, and purified 
as previously described elsewhere18,51. Purity of the peptide was 
followed by size exclusion chromatography and by mass 
spectrometry. After purification, the oligomer  oG37C 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

was pooled, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and conserved at −80 °C 
until use.

Lipid bilayers preparation
Materials. 
1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC), sphingomyelin 
(SM), ganglioside GM1 (GM1) and cholesterol (>98 %) (Chol) 
were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. Ultrapure water 
with a nominal resistivity of 18 mΩ·cm (Milli-Q Millipore) was 
used for all buffers.

Liposome Preparation. 
Liposome were prepared as described elsewhere50. Briefly, lipids 
were dissolved in chloroform/methanol (4:1 vol/vol) and mixed 
to the desired ratio (Table 3). The lipid solutions were 
evaporated under nitrogen flow and left under vacuum for 3−4 h 
to remove all organic solvent traces. The lipid films formed were 
hydrated with buffer (Tris-HCl 10 mM, NaCl 150mM, DTT 5mM, 
pH 7.4), vortexed and then subjected to five hot/cold cycles from 
liquid nitrogen to a 40 °C water bath before extrusion using 
membranes with pore diameter of 100 nm. The different 
compositions used are reported table 3.

Membrane model SM (%) PC (%) GM1 (%) Chol (%)

SM/POPC 20 80 × ×

SM/POPC/Chol 20 60 × 20

SM/POPC/GM1 20 40 40 ×

𝐴𝛽1 ― 42 ― 𝐺37𝐶 D A F R H D S G Y E V H H Q K L V F F A E 
D V G S N K G A I I G L H V C V V I A

Table 2: Amino-acid sequence of  oligomeric G37C 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

(oG37C) mutant peptide

Figure 6: Schemes established from observations in 
order to describe the main interaction mechanisms. 
Depending on the composition of the membrane, 
peptides were observed only on the substrate (a), on the 
substrate and the membrane surface (b), or a fast 
dissolution of the whole system occurred (c).
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SM/POPC/GM1/Cho
l

20 20 40 20

Table 3: Membrane model compositions used to observe the 
interaction with the peptide  oG37C. The percentages 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

are (w/w) percentages.

High Speed Atomic Force Microscopy setup
A self-built high-speed atomic force microscope (HS-AFM) 
apparatus (Ando’s model52) provided by RIBM was used. The 
cantilevers (Olympus) used were 6–7 μm long, 2 μm wide, and 
90 nm thick. The spring constant was 0.1–0.2 N/m, and the 
resonant frequency and quality factor in an aqueous solution 
were 630 kHz and ~2, respectively. For HS-AFM imaging, the free 
oscillation amplitude was adjusted to ~2 nm, and the set-point 
amplitude was approximately 85% of the free oscillation 
amplitude. Tapping Mode was used for imaging and the loading 
force is kept with constant value. Specificity of HS-AFM (Ando’s 
model) is that we are using a dynamic Proportionnal Integral 
Derivative controller for the feedback. In that sense, it can 
ensure and provide a technological duality of a low-invasiveness 
of the interaction tip-sample during imaging and simultaneously 
maintains an efficient bring-back contact of the tip to the sample 
even at high oscillation frequency, overcoming parachuting 
events27.

An amorphous carbon tip was grown on the original tip through 
electron-beam deposition and then sharpened by plasma etching 
offering an apex of ~4-5 nm. For observations, a droplet of 2 µL 
of liposomes was deposited on a fresh cleaved mica, previously 
glued on a glass rod stage of 1.5 mm of diameter. After about 30 
minutes of incubation, samples were rinsed with imaging buffer 
(Tris-HCl 10 mM, NaCl 150mM, DTT 5mM, pH 7.4). Peptide 
injection was realized during the observation. For the peptide, 
whatever the membrane composition, a volume of 6µl of the 
peptides at a concentration of 20µM was added to a volume of 
74µL of buffer solution and then injected, except for the last 
experiments (Figure ESI14) for which 5µM of peptides were used 
instead of 20µM. The same volume of 80µL was injected into the 
liquid cell for each experiment while maintaining the tip scanning 
(Figure 7). The injection generates image jumps resulting of the 
difference of hydrodynamic pressure induced by the addition of 
solution in the liquid cell used for the experiments (see videos of 
the SI). To overcome that problem, the interaction force was 
adjusted simultaneously and a suitable value was ensured for 
the feedback monitoring the x-y-z direction of the piezoelectric 
scanner so that the images became stable again after few 
seconds. No alteration of the tip quality occurred since 
biomolecule resolution is provided on the videos recorded after 
injection and the scanned area remained similar than the one 
scanned before injection.  

Each experimental condition was repeated at least three times 
and for each membrane, different places on the surface were 
scanned to ensure the consistency of the results. Results 
obtained between the replicates show a perfect reproducibility.
Diffusion coefficients were calculated after extracting successive 
images from raw data of HS-AFM videos with a self-built 
software working with Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). For each frame 
serie, (x,y) positions of a given amyloid peptide were recorded 
manually with the manual tracking plugin of ImageJ software. 
Amyloid peptide diffusion constant rates were calculated 
according to a Brownian diffusion model equation: 
D = 〈 r2 〉/4t with 〈 r2 〉 the mean square displacement and t the 
time interval between each measured position.

Conclusions
In this study, High-Speed Atomic Force Microscopy was used to 
directly visualize at molecular scale and in real time the 
interaction mechanisms that occur between a toxic amyloid 
peptide variant, oG37C, and lipid layers of different 
compositions. The  oG37C peptide was chosen as a 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

model for oligomeric structures thought to be responsible for 
Alzheimer's dementia onset and lipid bilayers were 
correspondingly used as biomimetic models for neuronal 
membranes. Our highly time-resolved data demonstrate how the 
association of cholesterol with ganglioside GM1 is essential for 
the destructive effect of the peptide following its interaction 

Figure 7: Operating setup for observation of interaction 
between  oG37C peptide and a biomimetic 𝐴𝛽1 ― 42

membrane. All the process occurring on the surface are 
recorded at the nanoscale, before, during and after 
injection of  oG37C.𝐴𝛽1 ― 42
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with the lipid bilayer. Only the simultaneous presence of the two 
compounds allows to initiate the membrane dissolution since 
without one of those elements, no destruction occurred. 
Furthermore, the detergent effect involved could be visualized. 
Eventually, our results suggest a two-step mechanism: first the 
attachment and the accumulation of oG37C to GM1 domains of 
the membrane, then their insertion into the membrane via the 
cholesterol nearby, leading to a complete disruption of the 
membrane. If some questions are still raising regarding the 
diffusion speed of the peptides and the quantification of the 
affinities for the membranes regarding their compositions, the 
enormous potential of HS-AFM with recent new methodological 
developments31,53 should enable in future studies to improve our 
knowledge of the different mechanisms involved in the 
peptide/membrane interactions.
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